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Abstract: Having validated the low shock requirement of the new separation system for the Ariane 5 Payload Fairing,
the qualification programme then focused on the other main requirement which states that the Fairing shall separate
from the Launcher assuring a positive clearance under all applicable separation conditions. For this specific application,
the verification of this very complex requirement brought the analysis and testing activities into a new area never
explored in the past. Due to the symmetric profile of the HSS3 and the need to tangentially separate the Fairing, sliding
effects and trajectory perturbation due to friction forces needed to be precisely quantified and simulation models
validated. For this purpose dedicated cinematic tests at sample level as well as full-scale fairing separation tests under
vacuum conditions have been performed. In order to obtain accurate three-dimensional trajectory data and optical
feedback of the body cinematic, a system of high speed cameras and 3D motion analysis software has been
implemented. With the results from these tests it has been possible to validate the FE models, verify the requirements
and declare the acceptability of the new HSS3 for its application on the Ariane 5 Fairing. This paper is intended to
explain the criticality of the clearance requirement verification and how the implementation of the high speed imaging
system supported the validation of the FE models and thereby permitting the successful completion of the qualification
program.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the development and qualification of the new
Ariane 5 PLF Horizontal Separation System many test
activities at sample and scale one level have been
conducted to investigate and validate the cinematic
behaviour of the separating Fairing halves. Due to the
very high level of accuracy requested and the very
short time frame involved in the Fairing separation
event, an high-speed video system has been selected.
This decision has permitted not only to acquire more
precisely than ever the three-dimensional separation
trajectory of strategic points on the Fairing structure,
but also to obtain a visual restitution of the short and
long term jettison cinematic.
The information acquired have permitted to firstly
validated the Finite Element models used to simulate
the contact phenomena at the lower Fairing interface
and secondly to calculate the clearances between
Fairing and Launch Vehicle during PLF jettison.
Scope of this article is to present the optical system
setup and functioning for the restitution of the threedimensional trajectories. The application for the
acquisition of high speed images for a visual restitution
of fast and short term phenomena is not covered herein.

2.

PAYLOAD
DESCRIPTION

FAIRING

GENERAL

The Payload Fairing (hereafter designated as PLF)
constitutes the uppermost structural part of the
European Launch Vehicle Ariane 5. The principal
function of this PLF is to protect the payload against
the natural and induced environment, on ground and
until the end of the atmospheric flight phase. Another
equally important function of this PLF is to allow its
safe separation and jettison from the launcher. This
latter function is accomplished by an Horizontal
Separation system (HSS: which separates the PLF from
the launcher) and by a Vertical Separation System
(VSS: which separates the PLF into two halves and
jettisons them laterally, in opposite directions).
Geometrically, the PLF is defined by a cylindrical
lower part of 5.4m diameter with different length
(Short, Medium and Long PLF) and an upper part
ogive-shaped element of 8.5m length. The PLF main
structure is made with a composite sandwich and an
aluminium honeycomb.
Once the PLF is separated in two halves along the VSS
line, its stiffness is considerably reduced. Therefore the
PLF jettison phase is characterised by very large

deformations of the composite structure. A reliable
prediction of the PLF separation cinematic is therefore
of the most importance in order to be able to precisely
predict, for any possible Fairing configuration and
separation condition, the clearance between Launch
Vehicle and PLF halves.
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4.

HIGH-SPEED VIDEO SYSTEM

The system used for the trajectory recording is simply
composed by a set of synchronized high speed cameras
(see Fig.2), a STN Box (STN = Synchronisation,
Trigger, Network and Power for multiple cameras), a
laptop or PC functioning as Camera Control Unit and
an unlimited number of Light Emitting Diodes (LED),
see Fig.3, as targets mounted on the moving object.
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During the acquisition time, the cameras will record, at
the given frame rate, a visual image of the LEDs
moving inside the field of view. This video is than
post-treated with a dedicated software (ProAnalyst 3D)
in order to reconstruct the exact three-dimensional
coordinates of each target in function of the time.

Fig.1, PLF separation trajectory of most critical
corners.

3.

FE MODEL VALIDATION

The Finite Element model of the PLF used to simulate
the jettison phase, among others shall be able to
precisely reproduce the Fairing deformations and
kinematics. Therefore a complex validation process
based on results from many different tests was carried
out. Once the validation of the FE model was achieved
during the development and qualification program of
the Ariane 5 PLF, any further modification to the PLF
requires the repetition of part of these tests to identify
the eventual FE model updates necessary to comply
with the accuracy requirements.

Fig.2, High-speed camera.

A PLF separation test is performed with the primary
objective of verifying the clearances from the Launch
Vehicle. However, after the performance of this type of
test, it is also possible to verify if the prediction model
is able to correctly predict the PLF main separation
parameters (separation velocities, rotations, first
bending mode frequency, …) and the separation
trajectories of different points on the Fairing structure
itself. This thanks to dedicated measurements taken
into account in the instrumentation plan of the test.
Primary function of the high-speed video system is, in
fact, the restitution of the precise 3D trajectory of
targets fixed on the outer skin of the PLF by tracking
their position over the time. The output of this system
is the separation trajectory of the defined targets along
the three axis of the PLF (S, T and X) in function of the
time.

Fig.3, LED with cooler (targets).

5.

TEST SETUP
RESTITUTION

FOR

3D

TRAJECTORY

As written above, the primary function of the video
system is to measure the exact separation trajectory of
targets mounted on the PLF structure. In order to have
a three-dimensional restitution, a setup of camera pairs
shall be used. Every camera pair has a limited field of
view determined by the type of lenses used on the
camera and the distance between camera and target.
Due to the large size of the Fairing and the large
displacements occurring during the one second jettison
phase (the Fairing is separating at about 5.5m/s),
multiple camera pairs are necessary to fully cover the
trajectory of the mounted targets. A total of 10 targets
covering a 180° sector of the PLF (i.e. half PLF) have
been installed for this particular separation test (see
Fig.5).

Fig.4, High-Speed camera system configuration for
PLF separation Test.

Additionally, the use in vacuum conditions, obliged to
use additional technical solutions for the protection of
the cameras (mainly temperature control during the
powered phase) and for the cooling of the LEDs (each
LED was bonded on an aluminium cooling element).
Due to the poor lighting conditions imposed by the use
of other measurement systems during the test
performance, enough powerful LEDs have been
selected to assure clear target viewing by the camera
under a very fast shutter speed (the frame-rate of the
camera selected for this test was 1’000 images per
second). When enough lighting conditions can be
assured, no LEDs are necessary and simpler
black&white targets are sufficient.
In order to minimise the risk of loosing important data,
each camera is directly equipped with a storage
medium (2GB HD) and a battery which assure power
alimentation for up to 6 hours (in case of a power
shortage from the test facility). The data are therefore
acquired directly by the camera and on a later time
(shortly after the test) downloaded to the acquisition
unit for post-treatment.
The SDN control unit makes sure that all camera pairs
are correctly powered and synchronised. Additionally
this unit is responsible to transmit the ignition trigger
signal arriving from the test control unit to the cameras.

Fig.5, Targets on PLF structure.

6.

SYSTEM CALIBRATION

In order to be able to evaluate the 2D images obtained
from each camera into 3D data of the measurement
object (PLF) each camera pair used to monitor any
given measurement point (LED) has to be calibrated.
The first step of the camera set up is to optimise the
position of each camera such that any given
measurement point on the PLF can be monitored by a
pair of cameras over the free flight trajectory for which
3D data is required (see Fig.6). Once this is achieved
the cameras are secured in position and are ready for
calibration. Critical is that the camera positions do not
change from the time they are calibrated until after the
completion of the separation test as any movement of
the camera following calibration will nullify the
calibration status and provide incorrect 3D data.

This aspect is of particular importance in this
application when considering that the cameras are
mounted to the aluminium floor of such a large vacuum
chamber. During evacuation of the chamber it is to be
expected that the walls and floor will deflect due to the
differential pressure across the chamber wall. The
indication obtained from NASA is that these
deflections are a minimum at the junction of the wall
and floor of this facility and also that these deflections
are quite repeatable for a given vacuum level. None the
less such deflections do exist.
In order to minimise the influence of such
perturbations on the camera system they were firstly
located as close as possible to the wall / floor junction
(see Fig.7) and then, more significantly, calibrated
under the same vacuum conditions as applied for the
separation test itself.
Calibration is accomplished by means of a reference
structure located in the field of view of each camera
pair (see Fig.8). Mounted to this structure are LED
targets distributed throughout the volume through
which the PLF is expected to fly after separation. In
this particular case 14 LEDs were applied for the
calibration. Once fixed to the reference structure the
actual 3D coordinates of each LED, in the PLF
coordinate system was measured extremely accurately
using an electronic theodolite system.

Fig.6, high speed cameras setup which covers the PLF
from its initial to its final position after separation.

The facility was then pumped down to the actual test
vacuum level and the calibration routine run of the
camera system.
Evaluations of the calibration data made by comparing
the data of the High Speed Camera measurement of the
reference structure with the theodolites data indicated
an overall 3D accuracy of a few (less than 10)
millimeters. When considering the distances between
the cameras and the PLF targets of over 20m this is a
very high level of accuracy.

Fig.7: Camera fixation on vacuum chamber floor.

operating at an acquisition speed at 1000 frames per
second. Even if not necessary on this set of data, with
such a large amount of data obtained, averaging and
filtering of the measurement could be applied in order
to achieve an even better accuracy than the one
resulting from the calibration.

Fig.9, trajectory restitution from camera measurement.

9.

Fig.8, Camera field of view on PLF.

7.

DATA ACQUISITION
PERFORMANCE

DURING

TEST

Due to the use in vacuum and the related cooling
problems, the high speed video system is turned on as
late as possible in the test count-down procedure. For
this particular test, this was occurring 20 minutes prior
PLF separation order. During this time it has been still
possible to check the correct functionality of each
camera and therefore authorise the test execution.
After cameras have been turned on, they enter into a
recording loop of 1.26 seconds. At PLF separation, the
trigger signal sent to the cameras by the STN unit
informs them that the last recording loop shall be
performed and the data shall be finally saved on the
storage device.

8.

DATA POST-TREATMENT

The 2D images obtained from each camera were
analysed with a dedicated (ProAnalyst) software
system combing the calibration data to produce the 3D
measurement data of each measurement point.
The free flight trajectory of the PLF is measured over a
duration of 1 second, with the High Speed cameras

CONCLUSIONS

All cameras functioned correctly during the PLF
separation test (check during count-down procedure)
and the full set of data could be acquired and posttreated.
The evaluated trajectories of the LEDs have been
primarily used to validate the predictions performed
with the FE model of the Fairing. For every LED
position (see Fig.10) the predicted trajectory in S, T
and Z direction has been compared with the one
recorded by the video system (see Fig.11). Validation
of the FE model was achieved.
The LED trajectories have been combined together to
calculate the PLF separation parameters (separation
velocity, pitch and roll rotations and breathing
frequency). These values have not been directly used to
validated the FE model but mainly compared to the
equivalent values measured by the installed flight
instrumentation.
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Fig.10, S-direction trajectory prediction (blue) vs.
evaluation (red)
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Fig.11, Z-direction trajectory prediction (blue) vs.
evaluation (red)
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